

**Hawker Hurricane.** M Rys, Published by Stratus, Poland, on behalf of Mushroom Model Publications, 3 Gloucester Close, Pettersfield, Hants GU32 3AX, UK (www.mmpbooks.biz), 2015. 160pp. Illustrated. £25. ISBN 978-83-63678-88-3. Produced for aeromodellers, a detailed pictorial survey of the famous fighter aircraft, its variants and over 70 operators including a number of line/ markings diagrams and colour photographs.


**HISTORICAL.**


Incorporating a number of interviews with people involved with the Horten designs (including Willi Radinger, Walter Rosler, Rudolf Preussler, Theodore Rosarious, Rudolf Opitz, Erich Sommer and Heinz Opitz), a very detailed study of the design evolution of the Horten family of tailless aircraft designs (including its structural design and construction) illustrated by over 1,000 photographs.


Over 440 colour and black-and-white photographs illustrate this pictorial history of the Fleet Air Arm.

**SPACE.**


**STRUCTURES AND MATERIALS.**
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